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Agenda (90 minutes)

intelligent microcontent (20 min)
◦ introduction to microcontent
◦ four principles for intelligent microcontent

◦ focus
◦ function
◦ structure
◦ context

microcontent publishing (15 min)
◦ demonstrate microcontent publishing

◦ render as microsite
◦ render as chatbot
◦ reusing microcontent

microcontent structures (30 min)
◦ topic types

◦ principle topics
◦ process topics

◦ block construction
◦ block types
◦ sub-blocks

◦ tables
◦ feature matrix
◦ contrast table
◦ comparison table
◦ categorization table

◦ decision trees
◦ if/then
◦ when/then

◦ lists
◦ inline
◦ long lists
◦ definition lists

writing for microcontent (15 min)
◦ titles
◦ chunking
◦ short descriptions

questions (10 min)
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The robots are 
coming…
We as technical writers can 
either learn how to write for 
both bots and humans or miss 
out on a transformational 
opportunity for our 
profession. 

DO YOU SPEAK ROBOT?
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Introduction to Intelligent 
Microcontent
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Microcontent
Is content that is
• about one primary idea, fact, or concept
• easily scannable
• labelled for clear identification and meaning, and
• appropriately written and formatted for use anywhere and 

any time it is needed.

It’s not microcontent just because it’s small
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Principles for Intelligent Microcontent

1. Focus
Limit microcontent to a 
single answer to a question

2. Function
Classify microcontent to 
identify intended user 
response

3. Structure
Use predictable patterns and 
language

4. Context
Make microcontent easily 
relatable to other content
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Focus
Microcontent must be about only one thing
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Unpacking 
information
As professional writers, we tend to 
want to pack information into 
small spaces.

Does this have an impact on 
machines and humans wanting to 
unpack that information?

@PCASinc
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Release notes example
What questions is this answering?

How many questions is this answering?

What question isn’t answered?

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
◦ Call waiting feature enhancement

Now users can put up to three calls on hold 
in a single session.

◦ New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for 
Spanish and French Canadian users.

◦ Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing 
external calls to be rerouted to external 
numbers.
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Release notes example
<section>
<title>NEW IN THIS RELEASE</title>
<dl>

<dlentry>
<dt>Call waiting feature enhancement</dt>
<dd>Now users can put up to three
calls on hold in a single
session.</dd>

</dlentry>
<dlentry>
<dt>New language support added</dt>
<dd>Voice prompts are now supported
for Spanish and French Canadian
users.</dd>

</dlentry>
<dlentry>
<dt>Call forwarding issues resolved</dt>
<dd>Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed…</dd>

</dlentry>
</dl>

</section>

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
◦ Call waiting feature enhancement

Now users can put up to three calls on hold 
in a single session.

◦ New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for 
Spanish and French Canadian users.

◦ Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing 
external calls to be rerouted to external 
numbers.
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Release notes example
<relsummary product="3.2.1">

<produpdates>
<enhancement>
<pe>Call waiting feature enhancement</pe>
<ed>Now users can put up to three
calls on hold in a single
session.</ed>

</enhancement>
<enhancement>
<pe>New language support added</pe>
<ed>Voice prompts are now supported
for Spanish and French Canadian
users.</ed>

</enhancement>
<fix>
<pf>Call forwarding issues resolved</pf>
<pd>Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed 
allowing external calls to be…</pd>

</fix>
</produpdates>

</relsummary>

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
◦ Call waiting feature enhancement

Now users can put up to three calls on hold 
in a single session.

◦ New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for 
Spanish and French Canadian users.

◦ Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing 
external calls to be rerouted to external 
numbers.
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Topic architecture
Consider what happens if we focuses 
writing at the block-level within topics

The short description supports the title 
of the topic as a block

Every block is an information type 
supporting the topic

Task Topic

Task title

Task body

Context

Purpose

Prerequisites

Steps

Post-requisites

Result

Primary Block

Blocks

REFERENCE

PRINCIPLE

TASK

PRINCIPLE

REFERENCE
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Difference between topics and blocks
TOPICS

All content is authored, reviewed, and 
approved as a topic

Topics represent individual files that are 
versioned and uniquely identified

Topics consist of one or more blocks

Topics represent a unit of work

Topics can be reduced to a block

Topics are suitable for publishing to print and 
online as pages

BLOCKS (MICROCONTENT)

All content exists inside blocks contained 
within topics

Blocks are virtual as part of a topic or 
referenced by a topic

Blocks exist in one or more topics

Blocks are a medium for interchange

Blocks can be expanded to a topic

Blocks are suitable for publishing to chatbots 
and automated assistants as responses
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Blocks add dimensionality to content
The ideal architecture allows the reader to view 
information at the precise level of detail required 
by the reader.

View content from either broader or narrower 
perspectives

acronym expands to a term
◦ term expands to definition

◦ definition expands to a concept

acronym is part of a broader concept

command expands to a step
◦ step expands to a task

◦ task expands to a task list

behind the command is another task
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Function
Microcontent must be categorized to identify user intent
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Classifying 
Microcontent
Information needs to be categorized 
according to the intended reader 
response to that content

The same collection of information 
can be written in a number of 
different ways depending upon how 
we want the intended audience to 
use that information
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Precision Content information types
Reference
◦ DESCRIBES things the reader needs to 

KNOW

Task
◦ INSTRUCTS the reader HOW TO DO 

things

Concept
◦ EXPLAINS things the reader needs to 

UNDERSTAND

Process
◦ DEMONSTRATES to the reader how things 

WORK, and

Principle
◦ ADVISES the reader about what they need TO 

DO or NOT DO and WHEN.
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Information types
Reference

Principle

Task

Process

Concept

“We will be flying at 
an altitude of 35,000 
feet.”

“Always put on your 
oxygen mask before 
assisting other 
passengers.”

“To open the 
emergency exit, look 
out the window, pull 
the lever, and push out 
the exit door.”

“In the event of loss of 
cabin pressure, an 
oxygen mask will drop 
from the overhead 
compartment.”

“On the left side of the 
plane you can see a 
typical example of a 
cumulonimbus cloud.”

Flight safety briefing
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Concept
Example
Definition
Contrast

What is a…?
What is important about…?
What’s the difference between…?

Task Steps
Resolution

How do I…?
What is the outcome of…?

Reference
Result
Outcome
Purpose
Description

What is this about?
What does it do?
What are the facts of…?

Process Stages
When/Then

Why am I performing this task?
Who performs this task?
How does this work?
What happens when…?

Principle Applicability
Statement

What must I do if…?
What must I not do if…?
When must I…?

Information Typing Informs Intent
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Structure
Microcontent must use predictable patterns and language
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Structured authoring defined
Structured authoring means a standardised, 
methodological approach to content creation 
incorporating
◦ systematic labelling
◦ modular, topic-based architecture
◦ constrained writing environments, and
◦ the separation of content and form.

From The DITA Style Guide - Best Practices for Authors
Tony Self www.ditastyle.com
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Excerpt from a medical journal...
pN3 description only closely mirrors 
descriptions for pN3a +pN3b + pN3c

Use of footnotes confusing

“Clinically detected” and “Not clinically 
detected” are not exact opposites, and

Inconsistent enumeration of lymph nodes
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After restructuring …
44.2% reduction in word count

20% reduction in passive voice

18.4% increase in Flesch Reading Ease score

30% increase in white space

Elimination of footnotes, and

Addition of labels and visual elements
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What’s behind the content
With specially-designed XML 
markup, machines can now 
easily parse this content into 
any number of types of 
healthcare applications.

Content is human- and 
machine-ready!

Specialized DITA XML identifies the specific values laid out in the 
previous table

<cs-tnm-categories>
<cs-tmn-category>pN3</cs-tmn-category>

<cs-tmn-subcat>pN3a</cs-tnm-subcat>
<cs-tmn-criteria>10 or more axillary lymph nodes 

where at least one deposit is greater than
2.0mm</cs-tmn-criteria>

<cs-tmn-criteria>any number of infraclavicular 
(level III axillary) lymph nodes.</cs-tmn-criteria>

<cs-tmn-subcat>pN3b</cs-tnm-subcat>
<cs-tmn-criteria>any number of ipsilateral internal

mammary lymph nodes detected by …</cs-tmn-criteria>
</cs-tnm-categories>
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Context
Microcontent must be easily relatable to other content
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Context 
from the 
source
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Our content ecosystem
Content objects exist in an 
ecosystem where changes to one 
type of content prompt changes to 
other related content.

Precision Content®
Enterprise Metamodel

Concept

Task Reference

DITA
Principle

Process

PCDITA

RequirementResource

Objective

DesignAbility

Result

Enterprise

Story

Opinion

Call2Action

WalkthroughMarketing
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Further reading …
In 2009, the Business Documents 
Subcommittee advanced a proposal 
expanding the breadth of information types 
to the OASIS DITA TC
Simplifying Information Types in DITA , Bose, Grantham, Hanna, 
Lewis, OASIS DITA BusDocs Subcommittee, Oct 2009 
https://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/37192/Abstract_InfoTypes
_Proposal%20FINAL.pdf

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37192/Abstract_InfoTypes_Proposal%20FINAL.pdf
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Intelligent
Microcontent

Function

Structure

Focus

Context
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Microcontent as a medium for exchange
Microcontent is not strictly an input nor an output format. 
Instead, microcontent is a medium for exchanging information 
across different platforms and formats.

Units of microcontent need to contain
◦ piece of standalone content, and
◦ metadata records.

Content and metadata need to be automatically
extracted at publishing time.

CONTENT METADATA
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Content as a Service (CaaS)
Content as a service is a service-oriented model where the service 
provider hosts collections of content in the cloud and delivers the content 
on demand to the service consumer via web services.

This serves as a centralized repository where content has been optimized 
for delivery against any number of source formats. The content and 
associated metadata are extracted and normalized so that other services 
can more readily consume that content on demand.

CaaS is more commonplace in content marketing 
where content is served via subscription.

The CaaS model is well suited meet the needs of
◦ mobile apps
◦ omnichannel publishing, and
◦ conversational UIs.
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iiRDS standard
The international standard for IIRDS (Intelligent Information Request 
and Delivery) is sponsored by Tekom in Germany in response to the 
growth of Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT).

iiRDS is envisioned to serve the needs of highly-componentized 
manufacturing where many individual hardware and software 
components need to be brought online and work together.

These componentized workplaces include
◦ Hardware assembly lines
◦ Pharmaceutical development and testing
◦ Agriculture, and
◦ Oil and gas refineries to name just a few.
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Microcontent publishing
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Microcontent management system
WittyParrot stores content 
and metadata in containers 
called Wits.

Content can authored or 
loaded from Office 
documents or DITA content 
using our WittyDITA plug-in.

These Wits become 
searchable and servable 
across many channels such as
◦ Chatbots
◦ Microsites
◦ Office 365
◦ Dynamics
◦ SalesForce, and more.
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Render as a microsite
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Render as chatbot
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Render as 
slides
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Reusing microcontent
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Microcontent structures
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Customer specializations (optional)
DITA domain specializations (optional)

PCDITA constraints and specializations (suggested)
DITA techcom domain (suggested)
DITA 1.3 standard schema (required)

Modular DITA schema stack
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Modified topic types
PCDITA uses the three DITA archetypes with 
minor modifications to
◦ concept
◦ task, and
◦ reference.

Base models are all tightly constrained to 
simplify the construction of PCDITA content.

Sections are replaced by blocks.

@blocktype added to all blocks and block-type 
elements such as context and result.

Refsyn and properties removed from reference 
topic type and can be re-introduced based on 
client needs.

Glossary elements brought into the concept 
topic through a specialized bodydiv element.
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New principle topic type
Advises the reader what to do or not do and when.
The key structure of the topic consists of
◦ title*
◦ principle statement*
◦ applicability
◦ outcome, and
◦ resolution.

Principle statement breaks down into
◦ principle article*
◦ sub-articles, and
◦ clarifying statement.

* Required elements

DANGER FROM ROCKET EXHAUST
Stay clear of rocket exhaust area at all 
times. Exposure to rocket exhaust may 
result in serious physical harm or death.

Example
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New process topic type
Demonstrates to the reader how things work.
The key structural elements include
◦ title*
◦ summary
◦ context
◦ stages, and
◦ result.

Stages are groupings of stage* elements 
containing
◦ actor*
◦ actions* containing one or action* elements
◦ stage information, and
◦ stage result.

*Required elements

Example
Shipping packages to customers

1. The shipper
◦ fills out a weigh bill
◦ packages the item, and
◦ takes the package to the loading dock.

2. The delivery driver
◦ places the package on the truck
◦ signs the weigh bill, and
◦ delivers the package to the customer.

3. The customer takes delivery of 
the package.

DELIVER TO:
Ms. R.O. bOT

123 MysTREET
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Blocks and sub-blocks
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Block construction
All content is contained within blocks that are contained within topics.
Both blocks and topics are categorized by information type.
Just as topics can be specialized, so too can blocks be specialized.
For example, there are several ways to explain something we want the 
reader to understand, each with its own semantics
◦ Definition
◦ Example
◦ Analogy
◦ Contrast, and
◦ Illustration.

Concept Blocks
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Block types
Blocks can be
◦ generic
◦ example
◦ semantic, or
◦ primary.

Generic blocks 
◦ contain a title and paragraph plus optional feature, 

sub-blocks, and notes.
◦ may include one main feature consisting of
◦ more paragraphs and lists
◦ one figure, or
◦ one table, and

◦ have an author-selectable information type 
attribute.

Example blocks
◦ are similar to generic blocks except that they
◦ do not allow sub-blocks, and
◦ are assigned an information type of ‘concept’.

Semantic blocks
◦ are specific to topic-type definitions
◦ do not allow for an author-editable title, and
◦ are assigned an information type associated with 

the intent of the semantic block.
◦ Examples include context and prereq blocks.

Primary blocks
◦ are specialized from short descriptions
◦ specific to the parent topic-type, and
◦ follow rules according to the topic-type.
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Sub-blocks and notes
Sub-blocks are used to break up large blocks of 
information.
Each sub-block contains a sub-label and one or more 
paragraphs.
Each sub-block assumes the information type of the 
parent block.
Notes are a form of sub-block used to interject 
information of a different type into the parent block.
Examples include
◦ warnings and admonitions (principle) into a task block
◦ examples (concept) into a reference block, or
◦ exceptions (principle) into a reference block.

EXAMPLE

Traffic signals for proceeding through an 
intersection
A solid green light indicates to the driver 
that the intersection is safe to proceed. 
The green light is followed by an amber 
light which indicates to the driver to 
proceed only if safe to do so.

Flashing green light
In some jurisdictions, a flashing green 
light indicates that the driver may 
proceed in all directions for the time 
that the light is flashing.

Caution: Do not proceed on a red light.
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Reusing topics as blocks
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Content reuse mechanisms
CONTENT TRANSCLUSION

Transclusion means to include content of one 
document within another document by 
reference. Content references and content 
key-references are examples of content 
transclusion.

EXAMPLE: Section elements can reference 
other sections and step elements can 
reference other steps at publishing time.

CONTENT TRANSMOGRIFICATION

Transmogrificationmeans to transform in an 
unusual fashion. Cross-references and related-
links employ transmogrification.

EXAMPLE: Cross-references transform and 
transclude topic titles into inline link text and 
related-links transform and transclude topic 
titles and short descriptions into link text and 
link descriptions at publishing time.
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Reusing topics as blocks
Any block or section can be reused in other topics by conref. 
Only the primary block and topic title itself cannot be reused 
by conref. Yet the primary block is essentially the most 
important block for any topic.

We need an author-enabled mechanism to allow topics to be 
reused in other topics as a block represented by the topic title 
and primary block. Transmogrification.
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Conref action = transform
PCDITA introduces a new type of conaction
value of transform. This value tells the 
processor to pull in the topic title and short-
description into the two proceeding child 
elements.

The @conref attribute value points to the 
referenced topic to perform the 
transmogrification.

The element containing the conref retains all of 
its existing attributes.

Several different elements can support the 
transmogrification to produce different results. 

EXAMPLE

<section id="abc123"
conref="topicA.dita"
conaction="transform">
<title/>
<p/>

</section>

The title from topicA.dita is brought into the 
title element of the section while the 
shortdesc from topicA.dita is brought into 
the paragraph element.
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Typical use cases for transmogrification
Scenario Sample

Sections, blocks, and 
sub-blocks

<section id="abc123" conref="topicA.dita" conaction="transform">
<title/>
<p/>

</section>

Definition list entries <dlentry id=“def456" conref="topicA.dita" conaction="transform">
<dt/>
<dd/>

</dlentry>

Step elements <step id=“ghi789" conref="taskB.dita" conaction="transform">
<cmd/>
<info/>

</step>
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Release notes example
<relsummary product="3.2.1">

<produpdates>
<enhancement>
<pe>Call waiting feature enhancement</pe>
<ed>Now users can put up to three
calls on hold in a single
session.</ed>

</enhancement>
<enhancement>
<pe>New language support added</pe>
<ed>Voice prompts are now supported
for Spanish and French Canadian
users.</ed>

</enhancement>
<fix>
<pf>Call forwarding issues resolved</pf>
<pd>Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed 
allowing external calls to be…</pd>

</fix>
</produpdates>

</relsummary>

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
◦ Call waiting feature enhancement

Now users can put up to three calls on hold 
in a single session.

◦ New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for 
Spanish and French Canadian users.

◦ Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing 
external calls to be rerouted to external 
numbers.
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Release notes example - transmogrify
<relsummary product="3.2.1">

<produpdates>
<enhancement conref="e_3onhold.dita"

conaction="transform">
<pe/>
<ed/>

</enhancement>
<enhancement>
<pe>New language support added</pe>
<ed>Voice prompts are now supported
for Spanish and French Canadian
users.</ed>

</enhancement>
<fix>
<pf>Call forwarding issues resolved</pf>
<pd>Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed 
allowing external calls to be…</pd>

</fix>
</produpdates>

</relsummary>

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
◦ Call waiting feature enhancement

Now users can put up to three calls on hold 
in a single session.

◦ New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for 
Spanish and French Canadian users.

◦ Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing 
external calls to be rerouted to external 
numbers.

+
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Table construction
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Trouble with tables
Tables are a hard problem. Optimized for visual 
organization of complex information, they fail when we 
cannot display them properly.
The reality is that we cannot simply get rid of them, we 
need to find better semantic structures that allow us to 
render the information optimized for the delivery 
channel.
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Two primary table types
CATEGORY TABLE

Lists the items down the left side of the table

Lists properties across the top of the table

Intended to present data about a list of 
potentially dissimilar items

COMPARISON TABLE

Lists items across the top of the table

Lists properties down the left side of the table

Intended to compare data across 2 to 5 similar 
items
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Category table
A category table is a table used to describe the attributes of non-comparable items.

Example

This compares pricing and vendors for various home renovation items.

The house reno item … Priced at … May be purchased from …

Front door $1,200 Smith’s doors

Picture window $2,800 Windows Are Us

Steel roof $22,000 SuperSteel Roofing
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Comparison table
A comparison table is a table used to compare the attributes of similar items.

Example 

This compares characteristics of two sailboats: the Oday 322 and the Hunter 32.

Attribute Oday 322 Hunter 32

Length 32’2” 32’0”

Draft 4’2” 5’10”

Berths 7 6

Chart plotter No Yes

Self-steering Yes No
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Feature matrix
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Contrast table
A contrast table is a two-column table in which you show only the differences between two 
items for the purpose of explanation or clarification.

Example

Laptop Tablet

Typically, view-only screen Touch-screen

Integrated keyboard No physical keyboard

Two-piece construction that folds in half Single piece construction
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Decision trees
A condition tree is used in processes to tell the reader what happens under different conditions. 

Components of the decision tree
◦ When – the condition that is occurring. Each condition is unique.
◦ And (condition) – the secondary condition that is occurring. May be one or more.
◦ Then – the action taken specific to each condition. Correspond to “and” cell.
◦ And (action) – the secondary action taken specific to each condition.
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When/then decision 
tree example
Uses a simple table 
specialization to render a 
decision tree.
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When/then decision 
tree example
Note how the table has three 
columns but the rows have 
between 3 to 5 cells.
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Lists
UNORDERED LIST

All cakes require
◦ flour
◦ butter, and
◦ a liquid such as milk or 

water.

ORDERED LIST

The most common drinks 
ordered in our restaurant 
are:

1. Coffee
2. Tea
3. Juice
4. Carbonated water

ITEM/DESCRIPTION LIST

Birth stones vary according 
to the month in which you 
were born. Examples include:
◦ January – Garnet 
◦ February – Amethyst 
◦ March – Aquamarine 
◦ April – Diamond 
◦ May – Emerald

INLINE LIST

The farmer takes his produce to market each (a) Saturday, (b) Sunday, (c) Wednesday, and (d) Thursday.
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Three-by-three rule for unordered lists
Always use an unordered list when
◦ there are more than three list items, or
◦ at least one list item has more than three words.

Examples
1. The team was comprised of one author, one editor, and an experienced SME.
2. The team was comprised of one sharp author and a witty editor.
3. The team was comprised of
◦ one sharp author
◦ a witty editor
◦ a snarly SME, and
◦ a charming documentation manager.
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Inline lists
Use inline lists where the three-by-three rule applies but the formatting of the block does not 
support list

Most common use for inline lists is for the primary block

Use a lower-case alphabetical series to denote each list item in the inline list

Separate each item in the inline list with a comma

Example
◦ Farmers typically bring their items to market such as (a) apples, (b) carrots,  (c) onions, and 

(d) cucumbers.

<shortdesc>Farmers typically bring their items to market such as 
<inlist><inli>apples</inli><inli>carrots</inli><inli>onions, 
and</inli><inli>cucumbers</inli></inlist>.</shortdesc>
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Item/description list
An item-description list is a list of items that each have two parts: commonly
◦ an item to be described, and 
◦ the description.

Use an item-description list when you have a series of
◦ items and descriptions, or
◦ properties or characteristics and their associated values.
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Writing for microcontent
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Titles for reference
Reference titles must
◦ describe the item, and
◦ differentiate it from other similar items.

When constructing the title, ask yourself
◦ what is it about?, and
◦ what about what it’s about?
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Titles
Titling rules for topics and blocks should follow the information type to make it easy for readers 
to scan and disambiguate topics and blocks.

Each information type has its own set of rules for titling.
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Titling concepts
Name the concept using the plural form of the word or phrase with no additional words.

Ineffective Effective

About Mugs Mugs

Definition of cats Cats

What is a court martial? Courts martial
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Title requirements for process
Human process
◦ Start with the gerund of the verb
◦ Follow with the plural form of the noun

Examples:
◦ Transmitting voice calls
◦ Underwriting and funding mortgages
◦ Implementing content changes

Systems process
◦ Use the structure of

How [the items] work
◦ Use the plural noun where one exists

Examples:
◦ How diesel engines work
◦ How radar works
◦ How the water cycle works
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Titles for task information
A task title
◦ states the subject matter covered in the task
◦ starts with an imperative verb, not its gerund, and
◦ includes indefinite articles such as "a" and "an".
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Titles for Principle information
Principle information titles
◦ identify the principle, and
◦ express the gravity of the principle.

Formula

principle + gravity

OR

gravity + principle
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Effective titles for blocks and topics
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Short descriptions
Similar to titles, topic short descriptions 
should be modelled according to the 
information type.

Task topics
◦ Describe the purpose of the task. If the purpose 

and result are obvious from the title, do not add 
a short description.

Process
◦ Summarize the people and stages involved in the 

process.

Concept
◦ Define the term of the concept. Required.

Principle
◦ State the rule. Required.

Reference
◦ Provide a short description of the reference 

item. This should be the first and most important 
part of the reference topic. If the first block 
contains images or tables, delete the short 
description and start the topic in the first block.
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Our journey towards
microcontent is simply

the next step in the evolution
of intelligent content needed to
support omnichannel delivery.
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Create and publish microcontent to your enterprise to
improve usability and precision of your content, and
future-proof your content for what lies ahead.

See your high-value microcontent published by
Sales and marketing
Learning and development, and
Technical publications.

The technology is coming. It won’t slow down, and it 
won’t solve this on its own.

Microcontent will change how 
we work with information
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Shout outs!

Join our team? Mastery of the DITA OT and love of all things X with a dash of all things J.Building next gen publishing solutions!

Our Partners
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Rob Hanna
Chief Information Architect

rob@precisioncontent.com

Precision Content

www.precisioncontent.com

@singlesourceror

Ask me about …Questions?

mailto:joyce@precisioncontent.com
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